
 

 Nobody, except perhaps Ms. Morrison, expected that day to be anything but normal. It 

was the beginning of November, and students of the local Rivercreek High School were already 

growing restless. The weather was fickle(the first rain had happened only days earlier) and 

probably not helping matters; the sound of a light drizzle and swift breeze just outside the 

classroom window caused most students to crave only the warmth of their bed and hot cocoa and 

had no desire to learn. 

 The resignation of Mrs. Nevin, the English teacher in room 29, drew a surprisingly large 

amount of gossip about the reasons behind it. No one spoke of her replacement. The small town 

of Rivercreek often discussed past events in great detail, but was not one to look towards the 

future. Rivercreek was stuck somewhere between the sweeping beaches of central California and 

the awe-inspiring redwoods of northern California, creating a general consensus that students 

wanted nothing more than to leave the sleepy town. 

 That’s why, when they entered room 29 on that fateful day in the beginning of 

November, most students were thinking solely about the high grade they must achieve in English 

to go to college and leave Rivercreek. Only when their thoughts drifted towards curiosity did 

they observe the young teacher that stood in front of the classroom, her hands clasped casually 

over her stomach. She resembled the legends of pixies, with her shoulder-length thin blond hair 

and startlingly blue eyes. She had childish, innocent features, composed mainly of an upturned 

nose and wide eyes. 

 “Hello, class,” she said, her feminine voice perfectly complementing her disposition and 

appearance. “My name is Ms. Morrison. I understand that you have had Mrs. Nevin up until she 

resigned, but for the remainder of the school year, I will be your English teacher. We have a lot 

to get through and very exciting books to read. We will begin reading The Great Gatsby 
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tomorrow.” The enthusiasm that had crept into Ms. Morrison’s voice at the mention of the novel 

disappeared as she sombered. “Today, however, I would like to address something very 

important to me that I noticed as I walked through your halls today.  

 “I grew up and went to school in New York City. In a city setting, you can’t help but be 

exposed to minorities and, consequently, racism, sexism, homophobia, etc. For most of my life, I 

thought that was simply a part of life, that bigotry was inseparable from humanity—until I went 

to college. I majored in English and learned all the intricacies of the language and how society 

can affect language. Even more important than both those things was how language can affect 

society.” 

 Everything in room 29 hushed at this speech. Pencils fell to the desks, papers quieted, and 

students twisted in their seats to achieve a better view of the speaker. Among them was a freckle-

faced, glasses-wearing brunette boy. His eyes widened in amazement that someone spoke so 

candidly about these issues. In Rivercreek, the important truth was frowned upon. People 

preferred instead to talk about dinner, weather, and high school rivalries.  

 “Walking down Rivercreek High’s hallways today, I heard ignorance masquerading as 

words. The use of words such as ‘ghetto’ and ‘gay’ outside of their given definitions does not 

denote ‘coolness’.” Ms. Morrison hooked her fingers in air quotations over the last word. “Using 

these words to describe something bad only tells the listener of your own hidden prejudices. 

Even words like ‘barbarian’, ‘hooligan’, and ‘gyp’ have a hidden history that connotes a fear of 

foreigners and people who are different. When you become mindful about the words you are 

using, you can change your language. When you change your language, you are gifted the 

opportunity to change society. If everyone avoided loaded words, prejudice would be a thing of 

the past.” Ms. Morrison seemed to make eye contact with everyone in room 29. “You have an 
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unbelievable amount of power,” she said slowly. “Power over your own perspective and power 

over the perspective of those around you. Use it wisely. Don’t squander it on meaningless, 

misunderstood words.”  

 All the students walked out of room 29 in a daze, but they still did exactly as she said: 

they chose their words with care, as if each word was a pearl falling from their lips. The effect of 

the speech stretched farther than even Ms. Morrison could have predicted. The freckle-faced, 

glasses-wearing brunette boy went home and discussed the teacher’s opinions with his parents, 

sparking a long-overdue conversation. By the end of the week, all of Rivercreek was involved in 

the discussion. Many people became careful with their words. Some denounced Ms. Morrison’s 

opinions, opting instead to hang onto their ideals of racism.  

 By the time the weather began to warm up, students were sharing their new beliefs with 

friends scattered across the country. The reach of Rivercreek had spread far beyond the earlier 

meager influence in an awkward region between central and north California. Students were not 

so hurried to leave the town as the monotonous quality of life faded into the background, behind 

the ongoing debates. For the first time, Rivercreek began to look towards the future, the change 

evident in their words. 


